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patterns.' Rhomberg and Boissonneault (1964) identify income as the primary detenninant of

spending abroad. Gray (1966) and Kwack (1972) extend this work to include relative prices

between domestic and foreign goods. These authors report that relative prices and income are

the principal factors explaining movements in travel spending. In a recent paper, Di Matteo

(1993) develops a consumer choice model where Canadian consumners base their travel

spending decisions on domestic price, foreign price, and income. If consumners, possess futll

price information, then travel'spending is deterniined primarily by the real exchange rate.'

We also preseut a model of the. consumer choice problem, but we do not asuethat

consuers now féreign prices with certainty. Instead, travel spending 18 in part determined

by expected fôreign puices. By eliminating a full information setting, a potential roi, for

uncetainy i inroduced. In addition to foreigu puice unett, the model also, identifies

income, xetd oeg prices, domestic prices, and the, nominal ex4change rate as the

detrmnans f Caaia pendigin the United States.

Our empirical fludings suggest that travel spn an ip iiflcantly linloed to the. set of

deteminntsidetifed y th moel.We ind hoeve, tht te etimtedeffctsof 'each

detrmianton travel spnigdiffers susataly. Speoiflcally, consumera do not respond ini

thesae a.e following chnes in doetc prices and cagsin frinpce. In other
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stuie exmii* Canda import demand (see, e.g. Deyak, Sawyer, adSprirnkle 1993).

Overllexpcte foeig prcesandthe xchngerat exrt he reaestinfluence on travel

spnig h feto oetcpie ntae pnig ncnrsi oet



consumption. The utility function is given by

u(c,c ()

where c is the quantity of domestic goods consumed and c * is the quantity of foreign goods

consuzned. We assume that u(-) is twice continuously differentiable, increasing, and strictly

concave in its arguments.

The consumer's budget constraint is

p +E[p* l]iec * ýy (2)

where p is the domestic price, p * is the foreign price measured ini units of foreign currency, e

is the nominal exchange rate measured as the amount of domestic currency that can be

purchased with one unit of foreign currency, and y is income. The quantity E[p* -II is the

expected foreign price level conditioned on the information set I.

To close the model, we need to specify the information set available to consumers and

how foreign price expectations are formed. We make the following assumptions:

1. Consumers know (with certainty) past foreigu prices. Past price information defines

a prior distribution that is normally distributed with mean p and variance y2 .

2. Consumers know the value of p and e. According to purchasing power panity,

expected foreign price is p/e. Deviations from the actual value of foreign prices andple
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which is simply a weighted average of p and p/e. The weight, 6, depends on uncertainty

surrounding ji and p/e:

19= Y2+a2(4)

In forming foreign price expectations, consumers possess two pieces of information, each of

which enables them to compute a forecast of foreign price. Expected foreign price is found by

combining the two forecasts where the weight depends on the degree of uncertainty

surrounding each forecast. For example, if consumers are less confident regarding the accuracy

of the forecast based on purchasing power parity (due to, an increase in a2), then consumers



proposition:

Proposition 1. There exists a continuous function g(cfc*)=Ec(.)/c*(-) such that

a. g(-) is increasing in E(p *)e and

b. g(.) is decreasing in p

where c(-) arnd c*-(.) satisky (2), (5), and (6) for a given value of o

Proposition 1 notes tbat higher anticipated foreign prives lead vonsumers to expand domestic

spending while travel spending falis. Here, there is a shift from foreigu consumption to

domsi vonsmion because consumers believe that foreign prives have risen. An increase

ithedoesi price level, in contrast, favors foeg osrption. In this vase, foreigu goods

bevome more atcive to consumr because foreign goods are. relative1y less expensive.

Uncrtity envompasses the. consumer' s cofdnei the. koea of foreigu prive

thruhthei,> ea error vaiacea nd y2. The inlfueeof Qnera nonthe cnue's

choceprole semsfrm.the efcsof ucranyon the exetdvalue of foeg prive.

In enra, cang i ucetantyaler ED ) - va qutins(3) and (4) - w iinturns
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Proposition 2 notes that if the two forecasts suggest the saine value for auticiae oeg

price, then the cosrer's problein is unaffected by changes in uncertainty. Ini this case,

changes in ucrany(via @)4 do ot affect the expected foreign price level,an eec.

and c -(.. Put different, uncertaity lias no effect wheni ple *

In general, however, the influence of uncertainty cainnot be inrd

Proposition 3. An hicrease ini y2 causes



differential effects.

Proposition 4. An increase in a2 causes

a. a decrease in g(c/c *) if ýýcp1e

b. an increase in g(clc *) if F>pl e-

Less confidence with the forecast based on purchasing power parity leads consumers to place

greater weight on -to calculate expected foreign price. If F<pe, then consumers nicipate

that foreign prices will fail, leading consumers to increase purchases of foreign goods while

domsti cosumtio falis. If >ple, then consmr believe foreign prices will rise which

favors does consumption rather than féreign cnupin

The resuits of propositions (l)-(4) are hmrzdi Figure 2, which illustrates how

the cosmrallocates income betwçen goods purc e i the domestic market and abroad,

for given values of p, y, and 0. The fonction g(-) i$ mcreasing *hich sugssthat higher

the curve to roaearound pointA where F--ple. An n rin te value of E (cither due to

a deraei y2 or an increase i a2) causes the curve to rotate clockwise as idct by the

dod inieb.nticae osmr rely moeheavily on n-in foriEeDcai of foreiLin
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4. Etmtes of the Model

In this setin wenipirically exmn the predictions of the~ todel developed in the

previous secton, focusing on the contribution of theietfr dtriat.Thsscini

divided into two paris. he first part cosrcsetmts of P n plean the accompanying

measures of uncertainty. The second part estiniates a linear version of the model.

4.1EsimtesofUneraity and ExetdForeign Prices
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represents p/e. If purchasing power parity offers an accurate portrayal of relative prices, thenp/e

is an unbiased estimate of p *." Deviations are then normally distributed with zero mean.

Estimnates of ae2 correspond to the variance of the monthly deviations.

Over the period 1980-1994, the value Of p/e is biased downward. This finding suggests

that prices in the United States (adjusted for currency value) are greater than Canadian prices.

In other words, travel spending by Canadians would be relatively more expensive than goods

purchased domestically. We also fmnd that 1P is a more accurate forecast and that j; is

consistently above p/e.- Consequently, consumers should rely more heavily on j; rather thanp/e

in forming foreign price expectations. That is, the behavior of the measures of uncertainty

associated with the two forecasts are such that consumers should attach greater weight to j; in

constructing expected values of U.S. prices.

4.2 Estimates of the Model

a linear model to determine the influence of the



determinants identified by the theoretical model. The empirical model is given by'

log(!) P 1log(p) + 132 og(E[p *1)+ I 3log(e) + t34 lof(2) + 135y2 + P,5 a 2 + f37FTA +e (7)

where s is spending by Canadians in the United States and c is a disturbance term. Ail data

is saznpled annually over the period 1980-1994 time period. "

The variable FTA is a dunimy variable which captures the influence of the Canada-U.S

Free Trade Agreement. The variable assumes a value of one for the period 1987-1994, and a

value of zero otherwise. The Canada-U.S. Free Trade Agreement was signed ini mid-1987 and

was the focal point of much debate in Canada. leadinE to a Canadian federal electicrn in 19QRR
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does the exchange rate. Second, the (expected) real exchange rate is flot used to measure

relative prices. Instead, the real exchange rate is decomposed into its components and each

componet enters the model separately. This specification is motivated by empirical resuits for

Canadian import demand. Deyak, Sawyer, and Sprinkle (1993), among others, find littie

support for the assumption that Canadian import demand is homogeneous in prives. Instead,

consumers respond dféetly to changes in domestic prives and fi»reign prices. In any event,

the hmogeneity postiilate imposes a restriction on the model 1tiat can be assessed statistically.

Third, uncertit does not have differential effects over the sample period under examination.

Thtis, we find ý7>p1e over the entire sample. Propositions 3 and 4 then suggest that m,()ad

Paramete sia of equation (7) for same-day and over-night Caaia pending in

the nitd Sttesare estimated using seezningly unrelated regression. The first column

examines same-day travel spending, and the second column corresponds to ove-ih travel

spening Thse ype ofspeningarediferetiaed - rahertha agregtedinto total travel
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Th X satsto eported in Table 1 exmns the hypo4hesis H.: -~=~P~That is, the X2



effect on travel spending.

For over-night travel spending, expected foreign prices, domestic prices, exchange rates,

income, tuncertainty, and the Free Trade Agreement terni are statistkcally significant at the 5-

percent level. Homogeneity in prices is also rejected for over-night travel spending, suggesting

that consumers respond differently to changes in the componeunts of relative puices. Although

domestic prices are a significant determinat, their contribution is slight. That is, the magnitude

of the coefficient associated with Canadian priee is significantly smaller than that associated

with either expected foreign price or the exchange rate.' luI other words, e,çpected price in the

Uniited States and the nominal exchange rate are the priznary price factors that explalu over-

niglit travel spnig. As is the case with samne-day taet spending, uncertainty surrounding

the forecast based on past U.S. prices aprsmoreimotn hrisuctatysoite

Thee ae lsoimprtnt iférecesreardngthe contribution of each dtria for

thediférnttype of taet pnin.I ge a, we fidthat over-night spnigis less

sameday ravl spndin (rstrition onthe stimtedmode conirmte c oncur

differs, depending on whether travel is same-day or over-
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5. Conclusion

This paper presents a simple consumer choice model designed to identify the main

determainants of Canadian spending in the United States. The model focuses on a representative

consumer who allocates income between spending on goods purchased in domestic markets and
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widespread opposition to recent U.S. proposais to impose a tax on border crossings. Travel

purchases already represent a viable alternative to shopping in local markets, and the resuits

of this paper suggest that U.S. retailers are able to exert a substantial influence on the pace of

this spending.



Prof o Popoiton . ecaseu(.) is continuous, twice difrnibe, <and cnae and the

budget contat is finear in c and C -, ihere exsscontinueus functions Cp(,~y) and

c'(p4O-,y) that stfy(2), (5) and (6). Furthermnore,

a«)<0, a( >0 and a 2*-2>0, a& (-> <0*
aP a[E(p*)p [Ep *)el

if g(c/c*=C()c*(.), thCfl

r~ r

-J



8c*( ac() aE(p *) 86
,ai 8E( aO e

for j-y 2 oe2 . Differentiating (3) with respect to 6 yields

aE(p) P
ao e

which vanishes if Âp=pfe. Thus, ac( j/ai =ac *(.)Iaj=o which suggests that ag(*)/ao =0. hereforeg(.)

is independent of () and the consumer's choice problem doesn't depend on uncertainty if

p=p/Pe .

Proof of Proposition 3. From Proposition 1, it follows that ag( j/8E(p *) >0. Differentiating (3)

and (4) and combining expressions yields

-( 8E(p *) a6 i ae2]

where the second bracketed terni is unaxnbiguously negative. If I<ple, then aE(p *)Iay2>0

which implies that ag(.)/8E(p -»o0. Therefore, an increase in y2 causes an increase in g(.) ifF<p/e

er hand, F>,ple then 8E(p *)/ay2<0. In this case, ag(*)I8E(p -)<o. Therefore,

mses a decrease in g(.) when F>ple as maintained in part b.
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If k>p/e, then aEq, -)a%2>. In this case, an increase in a2 produces a decline lflg(.)

as maintained in part b.
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Table 1. Regression Resuits

Dependent Variable

Same-Day Over-Night
Deterynnant Travel Spending Travel Spending

Constant

p

E(p')

e

yIp.

61.41 *
(6.57)

0.23*
(0.02)

-18.69*
(2.12)

-. 49*
(0.62)

2.42*
(.83)

20.37*
(3.15)

0.07*
(0.01)

-5.48*
(1.02)

-2.45*
(0.30)

0.91 **
(0.40)

0.27* 0.07*
(0.04) (0.02)
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